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Tim Schofield

Tim received a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics from Lafayette College, and a Master of Arts degree in 

Statistics and Operations Research in 1976 from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. Tim is a member 

of the USP Statistics Expert Committee and has participated in industry initiatives related to Quality by Design, analytical 

method development and validation, stability and specifications. He is the Chairman of the IABS Publications Committee 

and a Guest Researcher at NIST.

Prior to starting his own consulting business Tim Schofield worked at:

• GSK as a Senior Advisor in Global Vaccines Technical R&D, and previously a 

Director in US Regulatory Affairs,

• MedImmune as a Senior Fellow in Analytical Biotechnology,

• Arlenda as US Managing Director and Head of Nonclinical Statistics, and

• Merck Research Laboratories heading the Nonclinical Statistics department.
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 Some terminology

 QbD principles applied to standards

 Uses of standards

 Sources of “representative” material

 Standards programs

– Standards strategy

– Qualification of standards

– Stability of standards

 Summary remarks

Outline
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 Reference standard (called standard hereafter)

– A referent used to manage potency to a desired scale (e.g., clinical effectiveness)

 Assay standard

– A ruler used to manage variability across time and other factors (e.g., labs)

 Reference material

– A referent used to qualify or calibrate an assay system

 Bioassay control

– A material used to continuously monitor the performance of a bioassay

• Sometimes the standard

 Compendial standard

– A referent which is managed by an authority (e.g., USP, NIBSC, WHO)

Some Terminology
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 Quality attributes of a standard

– The properties of a standard which make it “fit for use”

 “Fundamental quality attributes” (FQAs) of a standard

– Behaves “similarly” in the assay as the intended test materials

– Is adequately homogeneous from unit to unit

– Is “stable” throughout its period of use

 “Standard target profile” (STP)

– Performance requirements which should be demonstrated during standard qualification (and routine use)

 “Building quality into the standard”

– Ensuring consistency

– Ensuring stability

QbD Principles Applied to Standards
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Uses:

– Lot release and stability evaluation

• The primary focus as relates to the Analytical Control Strategy

– Elucidation of structure

• During early development; the beginning of product characterization

– Method validation 

• A key source of validation samples – “true potency”

– Comparability

– Inter-laboratory studies

Uses of standards
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 Need consensus on what it means for a material to be “representative”

– Material associated with effectiveness in clinical trials?

– Material manufactured and stored the same as commercial material?

– Material satisfying the STP/FQA of a standard?

 Views are driven by rules and quality requirements for a product

– But standards aren’t administered to clinical subjects

• So why are they held to clinical/product specifications?

– The requirements for a standard, including its source, formulation, and storage should be driven by 

risks associated with their long-term use

– This includes the designs associated with standards maintenance

• Qualification & stability

Sources of “Representative” Material
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 The standard must be representative of material used in 
clinical trials

– In some cases companies believe this must be a lot which has been 
used in PIII (efficacy) trials

– . . . however, materials used in clinical trials are themselves 
heterogeneous, so no single lot is fully representative of the clinical 
experience,

. . . and measurement error can fool you!

 A standard can’t be pooled from multiple lots

– Even though it would ensure better consistency from standard to 
standard (note QbD, and L1-L5)

– Stems from the quality stigma of “blending”

Sources of “Representative” Material
Some resulting misconceptions

True potencies 
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Potency
distribution will
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clinical experience 
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 The standard must be manufactured under GMP

– Again it isn’t going into people

 The standard should be changed after a significant process change

– Breaks with one of the primary purposes of a standard – to maintain the scale of potency over time

– Implies that material from the new process isn’t “comparable”

 The standard should have international units (e.g., vaccines)

– This stems from the desire to put products from multiple manufacturers on the same scale

• But do these require being on the same scale?

▪ Different manufacturing processes

▪ Different formulations

▪ Different potency assays

▪ Different development, including clinical exposure and thus specifications

Sources of “Representative” Material
Some resulting misconceptions (cont.)
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 A standards program should be viewed in the context of the overall analytical control 
strategy

 The goal is to manage standards in such a way as to:

– Maintain the assay to the scale of the product specification (drift in scale)

– Minimize variability over the long term (drift in uncertainty)

 Elements of a RS program are:

– Standards strategy

• 1-tier – “serial qualification”

• 2-tier – properly managed primary standard and working standards

– Standard qualification

– Standard stability

Standards Programs
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 A 2-tier standards strategy can minimize 

the impact of drift over time versus a 

1-tier strategy 

– Drift in scale (e.g., due to potential instability) 

– Drift in qualification uncertainty (e.g., due to 

propagation of variability)

Standards Programs
Standards strategy
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 Satisfies requirements on the QAs for the standard (the FQAs?)

 Behaves “similarly” as the intended test materials

– Qualification = similar [C] kinetics + similar potency

• Through equivalence tests on similarity and potency

– Calibration = similar [C] kinetics + calibration factor (RP of the new to old standard)

• Calibration factor can be used in several ways (next slide)

– Note: qualification versus calibration depends upon the relative variabilities of the process 

delivering the standard material versus the study

• Qualification can increase long term 

uncertainty if the “qualification” variability 

exceeds the process variability

Standards Programs
Qualification of Standards

Process

Qualification
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 Multiply the RP of a test article by the calibration 
factor

– Note: serial calibration factors

• Potency = RP  CF1  CF2  CF3   

. . . however, the validated range of the bioassay will be 
shifted (the validated range is driven by the ability to 
assess similarity)

. . . resulting in the loss of an asymptote

 Adjust the concentration series using the 
calibration factor:

[C]New = [C]Old/CF

Qualification of Standards
Uses of the calibration factor
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 The conundrum

– The standard is the basis of bioassay measurement!

. . . so

• Use “absolute potency” (e.g., 50th percentile - however, 

highly variable)

• Employ accelerated stability (ala, NIBSC) – but need 

absolute potency

• Monitor the control – except the control may be 

equally unstable

• Monitor manufacturing – but this confounds 

standard stability with process stability

. . . or

• Ensure (rather than control) stability through formulation 

and storage

• Monitor QAs/tests related to potency

. . .  or 

• A combination of these

Standards Programs
Stability of standards

 The statistical issue with typical standard 

stability programs

– Given the variability of the bioassay it’s usually 

too late by the time you detect (meaningful) 

instability in the standard

• If %GCV = 10% it would take a ~20% shift in 

potency to be detected (unless properly analyzed)
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 The bioassay standard defines the scale of measurement and thus the 

scale of the potency specification

 Some current practices may undermine the value of the standard as a 

basis for ensuring long-term product quality

 A standard should satisfy the fundamental quality attributes (similarity, 

homogeneity, & stability) ahead of other criteria

 A standard is not a product, and need not (should not) be manufactured 

and controlled like product

 A standards program should focus on reducing the risk of drift away 

from scale of the potency specification

Summary Remarks
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